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Lost in Space 
Sending a Neta Rivai Coin to Outer Space 

 

An official city limo pulled into the Berger driveway. 

The mayor himself came out and made his way up the 

walkway to the front door. 

“Rabbi, I just can't thank you enough. The gratitude 

that our entire city owes you for your invention of edible 

utensils is enormous (see 

Excitement in Halacha: Eating 

Utensils). It has alleviated much of 

our sanitation problems. Perhaps 

you can take further initiative and 

come up with a way to eliminate 

the city's waste entirely.” 

"Thank you for all the 

compliments, Mr. Mayor. I'm just 

doing my part as a loyal citizen. If I 

come up with a way to solve all our trash problems, I'll let 

you know immediately," said Rabbi Berger as he escorted 

the mayor back to his car. 

“Bracha, perhaps we could just send the garbage out 

of the universe,” chuckled Rabbi Berger. 

“That’s not a bad idea,” said Mrs. Berger, taking her 

husband seriously. “How would you accomplish that?  

How can we send it away into space in a cost-effective 

manner?” 

At the supper table that evening, Rabbi Berger put 

out a suggestion for his family to ponder.  

"We can design a gigantic sling shot made with the 

strongest fiber in the world which also has elasticity," 

said Rabbi Berger cryptically. “We can use a crane-like 

machine which will pull back and release. We need the 

sling shot to be powerful enough that it can propel the 

capsule out of the atmosphere. The capsule must move 

at such a velocity that it will leave the Earth’s 

gravitational pull, escaping into  a void.”  

"I read that spider web is the strongest material,” 

recalled Binyamin. “A net made out of silk rope can stop 

an airplane mid-flight."  

"I know of a company in Eretz 

Yisroel that is a leading researcher 

in spider web innovations. I think 

they would be perfectly suited to 

manufacture our latest invention,” 

exclaimed Rabbi Berger excitedly. 

“Let me ask the mayor right away 

for an all-expenses paid ten day 

vacation for nine to Eretz Yisroel. 

That would be a small price to pay 

if our idea really works.”  

“I'll start packing and preparing for our family to 

travel abroad,” Mrs. Berger responded, joining in the 

excitement. “I also want to contact our cousins, the 

Mizrachis. We had such a lovely time together the last 

time we went there. She even told me that they added 

an extension to their farmhouse and that now there is 

plenty of room for our whole family. No one will have to 

sleep in the tree house this time. It's so much nicer 

staying with family than at an impersonal hotel."  

The mayor was very enthusiastic and he had his 

personal travel agent take care of all the arrangements. 

Before long, their plane landed in Eretz Yisroel and the 

Bergers arrived in style at the Mizrachi farmhouse.  

Rabbi Berger spent the better part of the next week 

working out the logistics of the WebSlinger. Soon, the 

company produced a prototype and they gave it to him 

to experiment with and make sure it met his demands. 
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At supper one night, Mr. Mizrachi excitedly told 

Rabbi Berger and his family that an opportunity to 

perform a unique mitzva had presented itself. 

“Being from Chutz L'aretz, I assume that you don't 

often have the chance to do the Mitzvah of redeeming 

Neta Rivai!”  

“What is Neta Rivai?” asked Shmuli. 

“Fruits that grow from a tree in its fourth year of 

growth in Eretz Yisroel are holy and can only be 

eaten by the owner in Yerushalayim (Chinuch, 

Mitzvah 247),” explained Rabbi Berger.  

“So, let’s go to Yerushalayim and eat it there. 

Why do we have to redeem it?” wondered Yossi. 

“Neta Revai cannot be eaten nowadays. The 

Chachamim learnt out that we can only eat the fruit 

in Yerushalayim when there is a mizbeiach there 

(Rambam Zera’im: Hilchos Maaser Sheini v’Neta 

Revai 2:1; Derech Emuna there 2:7-8 and 9:3). 

Therefore, we transfer the value of the fruit, plus a 

fifth, onto a pruta’s worth of a coin. One gram of 

silver is 40 prutos worth. The fruits are then 

permitted to be eaten (Rambam ibid 2:2; Derech 

Emunah there 2:12-13). 

“What do we do with the coin when we're done?” 

asked Baruch curiously. 

“After chopping up the coin into two or three 

pieces, we dispose of the coin by throwing it into a 

river so nobody will find it and use it again (Rambam 

ibid, Derech Emunah 2:16). Alternatively, it can be 

thrown into the Yam Hamelach [Dead Sea] even 

without ruining the coin (Shach YD 294:6, sourced to 

Psachim 28a).  

“Tatty, can we test the WebSlinger by slinging 

the coin into space?” questioned Binyamin.    

“Great idea” complimented Rabbi Berger. 

 

"That would depend on why the Yam Hamelach 

is different than all other bodies of water?" answered 

Rabbi Berger. "Anyone want to offer a svora?"  

"Maybe it's because the salt of the Yam 

Hamelach disintegrates the coin and makes 

chopping it up first unnecessary," suggested Yossi. 

"If so, then sending the coin into outer space 

would not be an acceptable method of disposal since 

the coin retains its original form," Yehoshua 

‘paskened’.  

"Or maybe the reason that it is enough to just 

throw it into the Yam Hamelach is because it is 

irretrievable," opined Baruch. 

"If so, surely retrieval of a coin orbiting in space 

is should be an acceptable method of disposal," said 

Yehoshua, contradicting his earlier ruling.  

"I am awed and amazed by the lomdus being 

expressed by my talmidei chachomim," said Rabbi 

Berger, beaming with pride. "Rashi says that 

sailboats can’t travel on the Yam Hamelach’s dense 

water; there is thus no way to notice an object that is 

floating (or sunken) there (Rashi Psachim 28a s.v. 

Yam Hamelach, brought by Beis Yosef in YD simon 

146; Taz 146:11). It would appear from Rashi that the 

point of throwing something that must be disposed 

of into the Yam Hamelach is to make the object 

inaccessible. Based on this, it is not necessary to 

pulverize the coin before sending it into oblivion." 

"But, Tatty, what if the Martians find the coin?" asked 

Goldy. 

"Goldy, don't be silly. Martians are not even Jewish," 

Shmuli answered.  

 

“Don't we have to chop up the coin first? Or 
is being sent into space like being thrown 
into the Yam Hamelach?” probed Yehoshua. 
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